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Profile Introduction
Dear Prospective Client;
First, We would like to thank you in advance for considering Yadonia Group as a potential service
provider for your marketing and communication needs.
Yadonia Group provides high quality technology and graphic solutions to businesses of any type,
size, business sector, or, geographic location including non-profit, educational, and governmental
organizations.
Our vision is to develop an innovative approach that expands our services internationally through
partnerships and alliances with companies that provide similar services. Today, this vision became
a reality.
Yadonia Group's knowledge is comprehensive and relevant for all business types and is substantiated
by our extensive and prestigious client portfolio.
Yadonia Group excels in the ability to design and deliver highly customized end-to-end solutions that
fit any business need. Enclosed in this PDF profile, you will find a brief description of our products and
services, and a selected list of our valuable and prestigious clients.
We hope that our range of services will meet your needs and we are looking forward to hearing from
you at your earliest convenience.
With regards;
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About us
Since 2000, Yadonia Group has been serving
hundreds of client’s needs,
providing:
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About us

We provide quality services to large, medium and

One of Yadonia Group greatest strengths is that our

small businesses, as well as to educational and

solutions are capable of expanding as your company's

governmental organizations. Our services offer

business grows.

your organization the ability to obtain solutions

Combining artistic ability, technical know-how and

that are focused on the highest standards of
excellence.
Yadonia Group believes that every client
deserves the best that technology has to offer.
Our old fashioned approach to customer service
ensures your company's requirements are met.

comprehensive marketing knowledge is Yadonia
Group core competency. Because Yadonia Group is
results driven, every client receives an innovative
solution at a fair and reasonable price.
Yadonia Group solutions empower your business to
be effective not only in your region and industry, but
more importantly to the growing global economy.
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Mobile Application Development
Looking For A Strong Development Team To
Make Your Mobile Application Vision A Reality?
Allow your dreams to soar beyond the
confines of your thoughts. Our expert
team will design the mobile application
according

to

your

specifications,

schedule, and budget.

Yadonia Group provides mobile application
development on all leading mobile platforms

Yadonia Group is well-known for its

including Android and iPhone.

Mobile Application Services. We are

Yadonia Group creates an app experience that

widely regarded as a leader in these

elicits an emotional response from our Client’s

fields. We handle everything from

viewers. Our design is adaptable to your ideas,

Mobile

and

enticing users with each bind, press, swipe, and

Wire-framing to Quality Assurance,

contact. Our mobile application development

App Launch, and App Maintenance in

team determines which components consumers

the Apple and Google Play Stores. And

need on their devices and how to arrange them

all in between and beyond is controlled

so they behave naturally and appropriately.

by us.
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Empowering Emotions by
App Designs that are precise and effective

Application

Concept

Website Design
We provide quality services to large, medium and
Economic expansion has never been simpler in
today’s

fast-paced

economies.

Providing

instant updates to your consumers and clients
on your company’s goods and services is what
sets your business apart from the competition.

small businesses, as well as to educational and
governmental organizations. Our services offer
your organization the ability to obtain solutions
that are focused on the highest standards of
excellence.
Yadonia Group believes that every client deserves
the best that technology has to offer. Our old

Yadonia Group is committed to enabling your
business to attract the broadest potential
audience through the development of personalized websites and portals that effectively
communicate the company’s mission and
brand to prospective clients, consumers, and
employees. Our web design and development
professionals are committed to delivering
outcomes that allow your company to thrive.
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fashioned approach to customer service ensures
your company’s requirements are met.

Social Media Marketing

Yadonia Group provides businesses of all
types with extremely personalized social
network content consulting services. We

01. It enables you to connect
with consumers efficiently

are a social network marketing and plan-

and effectively.

ning firm dedicated to making it possible

02. It amplifies the content

for businesses to be identified online.
With your best interests in mind, we can
develop an inexpensive social networking
strategy that starts with our learning
about your company and ends with your
satisfaction with your business’s success.
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Socila media is critical for business for three reasons:

on the internet.
03. It enables you to track
your brand’s effect in the
marketplace,

including

constructive and negative
reviews from your customers.

Social Media Marketing

Increase brand recognition, purchases, and leads
through a social networking strategy.
01. Management of Social Media Platforms.
03. Integration of Additional Digital Marketing Channels.
02. Management of Paid Social Media Marketing Campaigns.

Social Media Marketing For Small Businesses
Our social media marketing program is available
for all of the social media channels mentioned
below. You should easily arrange a meeting with
one of our digital marketing specialists to learn
more about our SMM promotion services.
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Search Engine Optimization
Yadonia Group Is A Search Engine

At Yadonia Group, we provide specialist SEO

Optimization Firm That Specializes

services at a variety of levels of emphasis and

In Increasing Lead Generation &

method, from identifying the precise terms and

Online Sales Conversion

phrases (keywords) that will drive traffic to

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is a
set of ongoing tasks aimed at
increasing the visibility of the website and company in search engines
by improving its internal and external
features in order to maximize the
amount

of

traffic

the

website

receives from search engines and the
website’s rank in major search
engines such as Google, Yahoo!, and
Bing.
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your website, to optimizing your website for
search engines, to creating ties and promoting
your business’s unique selling proposition
online.

Search Engine Optimization
It’s no longer a mystery that search engine marketing

Yadonia Group is the best SEO organization
you can count on to improve your website’s
rankings, traffic, and sales – we expand your
company online using validated techniques.
Full-service in-house search engine
optimization and digital marketing unit
headquartered in Amman, Jordan.
Measurable, long-term performance
and a positive return on investment.
Detailed regular reports and meetings.

techniques such as SEO can be a significant source of
website traffic and new sales leads for your business.
Every day, an increasing number of people depend on
search engines like Google and Yahoo to locate not
only facts, but also goods, service providers, and new
businesses in which to do business locally and internationally. We’ll ensure that you’re discovered by
search engines!

Our Search Engine Optimization Services Can:
01. Improve your website’s ranking on the three
major search engines: Google, Yahoo!, and Bing.

02. Increase the amount of people actively looking
for your services.

03. Increase your organization’s brand exposure.
04. Facilitate the opening of new platforms and
markets for your company.
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05. Differentiate your business from the competition.

Graphic Design
Yadonia Group brings value to your market by
visually communicating your message in an
attractive and competent way. Our opportunity to
improve the company’s reputation is crucial in
today’s dynamic marketplace.

Our Focus Areas For Graphic Design Are:
To visually illustrate your company's

01

Logos and Branding

02

Infographics Design

all of your business needs.

03

Print Design

To promote confidence in your business

04

Advertising

capabilities.

05

Business Cards & Letterhead

06

Presentation Design

07

Web Graphics

08

Packaging Design

message, vision and values.
To design artistic marketing collateral for

To meet these objectives our designers treat
every project as a porfolio piece. We are always
dedicated to meeting your requirements and
accomplishing the desire objective.
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Yadonia Group offers your business a
complete solution in the following areas:

Video Animation
Why is video so powerful in today’s world?
To begin with, video is extremely engaging.
People will easily lose track of time when
watching videos. Perhaps, most critically,
videos have the potential to boost sales.
Collaborating with a professional video
animation firm will assist you in developing
a digital communications product that is
critical to your business’s growth and
progress.
Consider the impact of sending a potential
customer a technical video animation that
dynamically provides persuasive facts about
your offerings and captures their interest
with artistic awe, effectively positioning
your business beyond the competition.
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Consumers who watch videos are 64 percent to
85 percent more likely to purchase, according to
data.
There are substantial figures that any marketer
and company owner should be mindful of. We
prefer to use videos for our clients at Yadonia
Group because they have a strong return on
investment.
In reality, more than half of marketers believe
that video has the best return on investment of
any form of material.

Consulting Services

With Yadonia Group, you will take advantage

As a management advisory firm, our objective is to

of a comprehensive suite of services aimed

assist you in growing your business. Yadonia Group

at propelling your company to the top.

offers tailored services in specialized fields and a

As a seasoned marketing consultancy firm,

unique edge in finding solutions to our clients’ unique

we provide a variety of internet marketing

market challenges.

consulting services, including SEO, website
design, Google Adware, social networking,
and email marketing, among others, to assist
you in establishing a solid online presence.
Strengthen the offline media presence even
further with our product design, branding,
news releases, and copywriting services.
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Managed Hosting
Yadonia Group is a professional web hosting company in Amman – Jordan offering a
wide-range of web hosting solutions for businesses, individuals, and developers.
When choosing Yadonia Group as your web hosting service provider you acquire a
competent and reliable infrastructure in UNIX server environment.

All Hosting Plans Comes With
The Following Features:
Apps & Tools
Advanced Capabilities
Continuous Backups
File Manager
Cron-EnabledCron-Enabled
Host multiple sites
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Managed Hosting
PACKAGE

Business Plan

Advanced Plan

Professional Plan

Price / Year

145 JD

255 JD

365 JD

Web Space

20 GB

35 GB

Unlimited GB

Bandwidth / Month

25 GB

55 GB

Unlimited GB

Email Accounts

Up to 100

Up to 300

Unlimited

Parked Domains

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Sub Domains

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Addon Domains

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

FTP Accounts

Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

PHP Support
phpMyAdmin
Auto-Responders
Email Forwading
Web-Based E-mail
Custom Error Pages
AWStats, Webalizer
File Manager
99.9% Uptime Guarantee
Latest Client Control Panels (cPanel)
Password Protect Directories
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Contact Us

Phone

+962-6-5678245

Mobile

+962 7 96027401

ZIP Code

11953

P.O Box

881

Ghazi Arabyat Street - Tela Al Ali
Amman - JO

information@yadonia.com
www.yadonia.com

/YadoniaGroup
/YadoniaGroup
/YadoniaGroup
/YadoniaGroup
/YadoniaGroup

